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1. Introduction.

Many papers have been written on transformations of sequences
which can be written as

^ m = / m ( S l > S 2 > • • • > s r > • • • ) >

where/„,(«!, ...) is a function of a finite or infinite number of variables for
fixed m. If the number of variables is finite it becomes large with m.

Almost all these papers are on linear transformations of the sr, e.g.
Cesaro and Abel means, but there are obvious transformations of non-
linear form which are regular, and it is a theorem on these which is con-
sidered here.

It is noteworthy that while the condition for regularity of a linear
transformation can be expressed in terms independent of the sequence sr,
this is not true for non-linear transformations. Such a transformation
may be regular only if s and the sr lie in a restricted range (we assume sr

real), as is shown in the examples below. To make this point clear we
shall say that a transformation is regular in an interval (a, b) (which to
save complication shall be open) if it is regular for any sequence (sr) with
limit s when

a<sr<b, a<s<b.

2. Examples of non-linear transformations.

[a] The geometric mean tm = (sx s2... srt)
1/m. Here sr > 0 and s ^ 0

for the transformation to be regular.

( I m \ l l k
— 2 sr

k I , where k is real, k ^ 0 and sr > 0.
mr=i )
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An interesting particular case is when k = — 1, as then we only need
for regularity.

1 / m \ 1lk

[c] t —— ( S si8j...8l) , where k is the number of suffixes
and sr ^ 0 for regularity.

We note that in all these transformations, if we put sr = S, then tm>->S,
and also that a finite number of alterations do not affect tm. It is on this
idea that the theorem is based.

3. Theorem and proof .

If tm =/„(*!, s2, ..., sm), a real function of m variables, then a sufficient
condition for the transformation from the sequence (sn) to the sequence (tm) to
be regular in an interval (a, b) is that

(i) fm{sx, s2, ..., sk, x, x, ..., x)^-x as m->oo, for all x in {a, b), where
k is a positive integer, and the sn are arbitrary numbers in
(a, b).

(ii) /m(«i, «2> •••> sm) is an increasing function of each sr in the interval
(a, b) excepting a finite set of the sr independent of m.

Proof. Since fm{sx, s2, ..., sM) is not monotonic for only a finite number
of sr in (a, b), there exists an M such that when m ^ M, fm( ) is monotonic
in the sr for r ^ M.

Suppose that sr^»s; then for given e > 0 there exists an N = N(e)
such that | sr—s | < e for r > N.

Now let m > X = max(Jf, N). Then since fm( ) is monotonic in the
sr, r ^ M, we have

fm(si> S2> •••» sx= s—e, s—e, ..., s—e) ^fm{sv s2, ..., Sx, sx+1 ..., sm)

^fm(sv S2> •••> sx> s+e, s+e, ..., s+e).

Therefore if m > X

\fm{sx, ..., s j - s | < | / m ( 5 1 ; s 2 ; ...,SX, S-e, s-e, ..., s-e)-s\

+ \fm(sl> •••* SX> $+*> S+c> ••; S+e)-s\

m(Sl, ...,sx,s-e, . . . ) - ( s -e) |
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But X is fixed for given e and fm(sv ..., sx, s—e, s—e, ..., s— e)-»s— e as
m->oo. Therefore there exists an N± such that if

l/m(si> •••» sz> S—e, ..., s—e)—(s—e)\ < e.

Similarly for the other term there exists an N2. So if TO ̂  max (Nlt N2)

\fm{svs2, ..., sj-s|<4<r.

But e is arbitrary, and therefore fm(sv s2, ..., sm)->s as TO->OO.

4. Notes.

This theorem can be extended to the case where fm( ) is a function of an
infinite number of variables: the statement and proof require no alteration.
The proof requires only minor modifications when (a, b) is the interval
(a, oo) and limsra = oo. Similarly one may consider closed or semi-closed
intervals of regularity with the appropriate minor modifications in the
proof.

As the theorem in §3 is written it is obvious that condition (i) is necessary,
but condition (ii) is not necessary although some such condition is needed.
This follows from the known theory of linear transformations, see e.g.
Hardy [2], p. 43, Theorem 2, or more clearly Widder [3], p. 115, Theorem 7 .2.
Our condition (i) is equivalent to (B) and (C) combined in [3], or to (3.2 .4)
and (3.2.5) in [2]. But for condition (A) or (3.2. 3) in [2] and [3] we have
no equivalent, condition (ii) being equivalent to the condition that
cmn ^ 0 for all sufficiently large n independent of m, in the notation of
[2] and [3].

Now as the Toeplitz conditions are both necessary and sufficient it is
evident that without (ii) the theorem will cease to be true, and linear or
non-linear examples are easily constructed to show this. But from the
interpretation of the theorem in terms of linear transformations it is
obvious that the condition as it stands is too strict.

A simple non-linear regular transformation which does not satisfy the
theorem is provided by taking

/ Q 0 Q Q O O \ 3/ill
f (a o \— / 6162 64 65 ... s3r-2 • S3r-1 ... /}_. \ '
Jm\sl>--->sm)—[~ — ^ m) >

\ °3 °6 63r I

where sr > 0 and limsr > 0.
It can also be seen from the method of proof of the theorem that, for

any transformation which satisfies the condition of the theorem,

Hmsn
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provided that s, lim sn, lim sn are within the interval of regularity of the
transformation. In fact the transformations which satisfy the conditions
of the theorem can be regarded as generalisations of positive transforma-
tions mentioned in Hardy [2], p. 52.

A somewhat similar theorem has been proved by Sen-Ming Leng [1]
although the conditions are different. The theorem is stated as follows:

Let an be a sequence of real numbers convergent to A:an-+A. Let
A(*i> a2, ...) be a sequence of real-valued functions which is defined for any
such sequence (ax, a2, a3, ...) that, for some positive integer h, a.y = av or A
when v ^ h and a, — ay when v>h. Suppose that each individual ak is
ultimately immaterial to AK> a2, ...) and fn(av a2, a3, ...) is ultimately a
mean, namely that

(1) lim [AK> a2, ..., as_x, a.k, «ft+1, afc+2, ...)
n—>-oo

— / « K > •••> Ojfe-i. A, a.k+1, a.k+z, ...)] = 0

and

(2 ) m i n ( a 1 ; a 2 , . . . , afc, ak+1, afc+2, ..

a l > •••> afc>

( i , . . . , <xk, cLk+1, K f c + 2 ,

for every (a1; a2, a3, ...) and for every positive integer h, where ijn->0, £n->0.
Then

It can be seen that condition (1) corresponds to (B) in Widder [3],
p. 115, but condition (2) here is completely different from any of the ones
usually considered.
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